Analysis of Particle Emissions from a Jet Engine Including Conditions of Afterburner Use
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Abstract: Particle emissions from aircraft engines are mainly related to the emission of particles with very small diameters. The phenomena of the formation of particles in various operating conditions of turbine engines are known. However, it is difficult to find the results of research on the use of the afterburner in the literature. Increased aviation activity within military airports and situations such as air shows are associated with a very intense emission of particles, and pose a direct threat to human health. This article presents an analysis of particulate matter emissions from a military aircraft engine, with particular emphasis on operation with an afterburner. The parameters of the emission of particles determined were: PM Number Emissions Index (EI$_{N}$), Particle Number Emissions Intensity (EI$_{N}$), PM Mass Emission Index (EI$_{M}$), PM Mass Emission Intensity (EI$_{M}$), Differential Particle Number Emission Index, Differential Particle Volume Emission Index, and Differential Particle Mass Emission Index. The value of EI$_{N}$ for the afterburner use was the lowest among the whole operation range of the engine and was equal to $1.3 \times 10^{15}$ particles per kilogram. The use of an afterburner resulted in a sharp increase in the EI$_{M}$ coefficient, which reached 670 mg/kg. Despite a very large increase in fuel consumption, the EI$_{M}$ coefficient turned out to be over 60 times greater than in the case of 100% engine thrust.
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1. Introduction

Global policy and research place great emphasis on reducing greenhouse gas emissions from various modes of transport, including air transport [1–3]. Undoubtedly, climate action is one of humanity’s key activities. However, it should be remembered that the quality of the air we breathe is a separate issue. Research shows that air pollution in urban agglomerations is high, to which transport clearly contributes [4–6]. Apart from road transport, air transport is very important regarding the emission of toxic compounds [7]. This is due to the emission of a large number of fine particles, which is especially dangerous for the human body [8,9].

The results of scientific research [10,11] confirm that the emission of particles from aircraft engines has a negative impact on air quality on a local scale. In the coming years, the impact of aviation on air in areas adjacent to airports will increase due to the forecasted development of the aviation sector and increasing transport volume. Despite the aviation crisis related to the COVID-19 pandemic, aviation is likely to return to dynamic development [12].

The effects of air pollution with exhaust emission compounds include premature mortality as well as cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. In addition, the strong carcinogenic effect of hydrocarbon compounds and particulate matter is shown in diseases, particularly in the elderly and children [13–15]. In the case of aviation and its impact on air quality, the local aspect is crucial. The risk is mainly borne by residents in the vicinity of airports and ground service [16]. Test results indicate that the area of the airport may be contaminated with particles at the level of a very heavily loaded road communication...
junction. These situations put people at risk of becoming ill due to long-term exposure to pollution [17]. It is also important to remember the effects of short-term exposure of the body to pollution. Reference [18] indicates detrimental heart effects from short-term exposure to PM2.5. One example of short-term but intense exposure to air pollution is air shows in which military planes take part, which are characterized by extremely high fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. In addition, the shows are performed on a small ceiling, in close proximity to the audience. It remains an open question to what extent pollutant emissions can suddenly affect air quality. Research shows that single landing operations of aircraft can significantly increase the concentration of particles in the area adjacent to the airport [11].

Commonly used methods to reduce the impact of aviation on the environment are the use of biofuels, appropriate airspace management and technical solutions (e.g., introducing alternative drives), and biofuels used as a blend with fossil fuels to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, biofuels have a positive effect on exhaust emissions [19–22]. The inevitable electrification of aviation is a difficult process due to the insufficiently high energy density of the batteries used. There are an increasing number of solutions for electric sprouts that use hydrogen as a fuel for fuel cells, but these are solutions that are not used on a large scale [23,24].

What is new is the introduction of the regulation for the certification of aircraft engines in the field of particulate matter emissions. Scientific publications [25,26] indicate that airport operations (taxiing, take-off, and landing) below 950 m, included in the LTO test (Landing and Take-off Cycle), have a major impact on air quality in the local aspect. Due to the LTO test disadvantages resulting from the limitation to smoke number measurements (exhaust transparency), tests are carried out to improve the approval process and extend it by measuring the number and mass of particles. This solution will allow the gathering of data on particle emissions from newly manufactured engines, and will create the opportunity to improve models for estimating pollutant emissions from transport sources according to CAEP/10 nvPM certification requirements [27].

In the case of military aircraft, emissions are of secondary importance. The priority is that the fighter or military transport aircraft is designed to perform missions with specific objectives. In addition, military aviation has a very small share of the total air traffic. Therefore, it is minimally responsible for air pollution and climate change. However, it is worth considering the short-term emissions experienced by people at air shows or by personnel at military bases during ground handling. In particular, the operation of an engine with the use of an afterburner is likely associated with an incomparably greater emission of particulate matter than in the case of normal values of engine parameters.

The subject of particulate matter emissions from military aircraft engines has been discussed in many publications [28–32]. The main topic of this publication is the parameterization of particles in the entire engine load range. Few publications deal with the use of an afterburner [33,34], especially with the emission issue. The aim of the research presented in the article was to evaluate the emission of particles from a military fighter using an afterburner.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Test Engine, Fuels, Operating Schedule

The tested engine was a Pratt & Whitney F100-PW-229. It is an engine with a low bypass ratio and is the propulsion engine of the F-16 fighter. Basic technical data are presented in Table 1.

The engine was powered by JP-8 fuel (F-34 military jet kerosene). It is light distillate fuel that consists of a mixture of complex hydrocarbons, such as 50–65% paraffins, 10–20% aromatics, and 20–30% naphthenes [35]. JP-8 fuel is similar to the Jet A-1 aviation kerosene commonly used in civil aviation. The main difference between these fuels is the presence of anti-corrosion and anti-icing additives in JP-8.
Table 1. Technical specification of the F100-PW-229 engine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum thrust</td>
<td>73.13 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum thrust with afterburner</td>
<td>128.91 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Fuel Consumption (for maximum thrust)</td>
<td>0.693 kg/kN·h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Fuel Consumption with afterburner</td>
<td>2.6 kg/kN·h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass ratio</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>1370 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F100-PW-229 engine was tested regarding particle emissions, with particular emphasis on afterburner use. The tests were carried out at the 31st Tactical Aviation Base in Krzesiny. During the tests, military infrastructure was used, including a test bench for testing engines after performed services. The test bench enabled the measurement of thermodynamic parameters (temperature and pressure at various points of the engine) and fuel consumption. The tests were carried out during one day, and the ambient conditions were temperature in the range of 12–17 °C and an atmospheric pressure of 1000.1 hPa.

Table 2 presents the scope of the engine tests performed, taking into account the average sample temperature and fuel flow. The aim of the first test was to assess the correctness of the apparatus indications and to technically assess the engine operation. The results of the measurements from the first sample were not taken into account in the analysis of the test results. The main tests of the engine were tests 2, 3, and 4. In all tests, the concentration of particles was measured at 10 points of the engine operation, which in the table are indicated by the fuel flow rate. The measurement at each point of the engine operation lasted approximately 180 s. The fuel flow values for engine operation with the use of the afterburner are underlined. The power lever controlled the engine operation. The position of the power lever is presented in further analyses as the relative position of the power lever (Z%). Because, in individual tests, the relative position of the power lever differed slightly, the results from all tests were averaged, and the emission of particles was presented in relation to the power lever position ranges.

Table 2. Engine test matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Average Sample Gas Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Fuel Flow Rate (kg/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-pretest, warm</td>
<td>JP-8</td>
<td>15.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>512; 1200; 2570; 25,878 ±3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>JP-8</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>512; 801; 1190; 1305; 1743; 2388; 2568; 4419; 5835; 25,878 ±3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>JP-8</td>
<td>16.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>510; 799; 1210; 1306; 1744; 2382; 2570; 4420; 5830; 25,878 ±3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>JP-8</td>
<td>15.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>512; 802; 1191; 1307; 1749; 2381; 2561; 4413; 5843; 25,878 ±3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Apparatus and Procedures

A portable apparatus was used to measure the particle size distribution (PSD), the concentration of carbon dioxide, and the temperature of the sample. The measurement path was 3 m long, taking into account that the measuring probe was made of stainless steel, which is non-reactive at high temperatures. In accordance with ICAO recommendations, a cyclone was used to remove particles of very large dimensions, preventing calculation errors and keeping the measuring device clean. The main probe was placed 25 m from the engine outlet, as indicated in the literature [36,37]. Taking measurements at a distance from the engine allows for measurements in the entire range of its operation, which is particularly important when an afterburner is used. In addition, it allows most of the chemical reactions and particle formation processes to complete [28].
A TSI 3090 EEPS (Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer) was used to measure the particle size distribution. This device measures the concentration of particles in the size range of 5.6 nm to 560 nm. The measurements were performed with a frequency of 1 Hz. During the research, a Semtech DS analyzer was used, the main purpose of which was to measure the concentration of carbon dioxide.

### 2.3. Data Analyses

Data collected by the TSI 3090 EEPS ensured the concentration of particles and particle size distribution from the tested engine throughout the whole range of engine operation, including afterburner use. The differential number particle size distribution, dCN/d logDp, at a specified fuel flow rate (relative position of the power lever) was obtained by averaging the particle numbers recorded under the same engine operating condition from the same instrument particle size bins. The results obtained during the three tests were averaged and assigned to the appropriate ranges of the relative position of the power lever.

The indicators for the particulate mass were determined on the basis of the results of particle size distributions, taking into account the appropriate density of particles depending on their diameter [38]. On this basis, three groups of particle indicators have been indicated:

- **Particle Number Emission Indices**: PM Number Emissions Index (EI<sub>N</sub>) and Particle Number Emissions Intensity (E<sub>N</sub>);
- **PM Mass Emission Indices**: PM Mass Emission Index (EI<sub>M</sub>) and PM Mass Emission Intensity (E<sub>M</sub>);
- **Particle size distribution**: Differential Particle Number Emission Index, Differential Particle Volume Emission Index, Differential Particle Mass Emission Index.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Particle Number Emission Indices

Figure 1 shows average PM Number Emission Indices (EI<sub>N</sub>s) and their associated error calculated from the EEPS data for the different relative positions of the power lever. Overall, there was a clear downtrend in the value of EI<sub>N</sub> with increasing engine thrust. The average EI<sub>N</sub> decreased from 1.1 × 10<sup>16</sup> to 5.8 × 10<sup>15</sup> particles per kilogram as the engine relative position of the power lever increased from 30% to 100%. Along with the power lever’s position increase from 14% to 30%, a slight increase in the EI<sub>N</sub> was observed. Figure 1 also shows that afterburner use resulted in a significant decrease in PM Number Emission Indices compared to the typical operating range of the engine. The value of EI<sub>N</sub> for the afterburner use was the lowest among the rest of the operation range of the engine. This phenomenon was related to the drastic increase in fuel flow during the use of the afterburner, which was approximately 20,000 kg/h compared to the maximum position of the power lever (100%).

Particle Number Emissions Intensity (E<sub>N</sub>) is also shown in Figure 1. An increase of E<sub>N</sub> in the entire tested range of engine operation was found. This increase occurred because increasing the thrust increased fuel consumption, hence leading to the formation of more particles over time. The lowest E<sub>N</sub> value was found in the range of the power lever position of <14; 20>%, equal to 1.8 × 10<sup>15</sup> particles/s, and the highest for afterburner use (9.8 × 10<sup>16</sup> particles/s). It is worth noting that using the afterburner compared to the maximum position of the power lever resulted in an increase in E<sub>N</sub> by only 10%.
Figure 1. Particle Number Emissions Index (EI\(_N\)) and Particle Number Emissions Intensity (EI\(_N\)) versus relative position of the power lever (Z).

### 3.2. PM Mass Emission Indices

The PM Mass Emission Indices (EI\(_M\)) under various engine thrust values (power lever positions) were calculated from the EEPS measurements. Figure 2 shows how EI\(_M\) changed while increasing the engine thrust. For low thrust values, the highest EI\(_M\) values were found in the standard engine operation. The EI\(_M\) value was a maximum of 33 mg/kg for engine operation in the range of the power lever position <30; 40\%). In the case of engine operation with medium and high thrust values, a significant decrease in the EI\(_M\) coefficient was found, which fluctuated in the range of 8–16 mg/kg. The use of the afterburner resulted in a sharp increase in the EI\(_M\) coefficient (it reached 670 mg/kg). Despite a very large increase in fuel consumption, the EI\(_M\) coefficient was over 60 times greater than in the case of 100\% thrust. This increase proves the formation of very large particles that are of key importance in terms of mass emission.

Figure 2. PM Mass Emission Index (EI\(_M\)) and PM Mass Emission Intensity (EI\(_M\)) versus relative position of the power lever (Z).

PM mass emission intensity ($E_M$) is also shown in Figure 2. It is difficult to indicate a clear relationship between $E_M$ and thrust. In the power lever position range of $<14; 70>$%, fluctuations in the $E_M$ value in the range of 14–38 g/h can be noticed in the figure. It can be clearly observed that in the case of large values of the power lever position $<60; 100>$% mass emitted increased to a maximum value of 53 g/h. The use of the afterburner was associated with an entirely different nature of particulate matter emissions. The $E_M$ indicator during afterburner use was equal to 16,000 g/h. Such a high mass emission of particulate matter indicates completely different processes of particle formation during the use of the afterburner.

3.3. Particle Size Distribution

The data recorded by the EEPS was averaged in the defined power lever position ranges and then converted to differential number-based ($dE_{IN}/d \log D_p$), differential volume-based ($dE_{IV}/d \log D_p$), and differential mass-based ($dE_{IM}/d \log D_p$) particle size distributions.

Figure 3 represents plots of $dE_{IN}/d \log D_p$ under different thrust values (represented by power level position). The particles formed in the nucleation mechanism (diameter 5–50 nm) dominated PN emission, which is characteristic of jet engines. Thus, number-based PSDs exhibited a single-mode log-normal distribution for the whole range of engine operation except afterburner use. PSDs based on the number of particles indicated that particles with diameters greater than 100 nm were practically non-existent. The center of the nucleation mode peaks showed some changes with thrust for the number PSDs. Their magnitude decreased as thrust increased.

![Figure 3. Differential Particle Number Emission Index ($E_{IN}$) PSD for the entire range of engine operation and the afterburner.](image)

The particle size distribution of $E_{IN}$ under the condition of afterburner use is clearly bimodal. In addition to the clear nucleation mode, there was a noticeable soot mode associated with the formation of a large number of particles with diameters greater than 100 nm (Figure 3—auxiliary axis). The value in the nucleation mode peak was the lowest among all the engine operating conditions ($2.55 \times 10^{14}$ particles/kg), as it was associated with very high fuel consumption. The maximum value of the soot mode was $5 \times 10^{13}$ particles/kg. The presented PSD clearly differs from the single-mode PSD characteristic for the operation of a jet engine.
Figure 4 shows the Differential Particle Volume Emission Index (EI\textsubscript{V}) PSD. A characteristic bimodal dimensional distribution can be observed in each tested case (excluding the afterburner). A certain number of particles with diameters greater than 30 nm and 100 nm were formed, providing a bimodal PSD. The center of the nucleation mode peaks changed with increasing thrust. It is clearly visible that for the range of the power lever position <14; 40)\%, the center of the nucleation mode peaks were for a diameter value of 20 nm. For the other values of the power lever position, the center was at a diameter of 10 nm. Increasing the thrust resulted in the formation of particles in a soot mode due to the coagulation and condensation of sulfur and aromatic hydrocarbons. The center of the soot mode peaks and values did not noticeably change with increasing thrust.

![Graph of Differential Particle Volume Emission Index](image)

**Figure 4.** Differential Particle Volume Emission Index (EI\textsubscript{V}) PSD for the entire range of engine operation and the afterburner.

Unlike all other particle size distributions, particle characteristics during afterburner use were unimodal (Figure 4—auxiliary axis). The nucleation mode was imperceptible due to the absolute dominance of the soot mode. The center of the soot mode peak was for a diameter value of 300 nm. The maximum value of this EI\textsubscript{V} was equal to 275 mm\textsuperscript{3}/kg, which is approximately 300 times greater than when the engine was operated with maximum thrust.

Figure 5 shows the Differential Particle Mass Emission Index (EI\textsubscript{M}) PSD. It was found that the particle size distributions in the case of EI\textsubscript{M} were bimodal, with the exception of the use of the afterburner. In nucleation mode, particles with diameters 10–20 nm dominated, with a tendency to shift the distribution towards a smaller diameter with increasing thrust. The maximum EI\textsubscript{M} value was found for the power lever position <20; 30)\%, equal to 3.8 mg/kg. The centers of the soot mode peaks were around particles with diameters of 200 nm, and peak values did not change substantially with increasing thrust.

The particle size distribution obtained during afterburner use was unimodal (Figure 5—auxiliary axis). The dominant mode was the soot mode, with a maximum value of 95 mg/kg corresponding to a particle with a diameter of about 300 nm.
The results of this research showed that the EI\textsubscript{M} index decreased along with the fuel flow over the entire engine operational range. In the case of research on a military engine, a low bypass ratio should be taken into account. A significant part of the thrust generated in high-bypass engines results from the air flowing through the engine, and in the case of a military engine, the thrust generated by fuel combustion dominates, which has a significant impact on the EI\textsubscript{N} values depending on the thrust force.

Most research sources [40,41] point to the EI\textsubscript{M} vs. thrust indicator as a U-shape curve. The results of this research showed that the EI\textsubscript{M} index decreased with increasing fuel flow. However, contrary to most of the literature, there was no increase in EI\textsubscript{M} for very high thrust values. This lack of increase is due to the small soot mode seen on the PSD (Figure 5). A very large increase in EI\textsubscript{M} can be noticed for the use of the afterburner, where the soot mode absolutely dominated.

The obtained particle size distributions are confirmed in the literature [41,42]. Lognormal EI\textsubscript{N} PSD is a classic image for a jet engine. In the case of EI\textsubscript{M} PSD, bimodal distributions were obtained, which is also characteristic, but with the maximum value in the nucleation mode, not soot mode. This is confirmed in the literature [42], and the obtained distribution is the closest to that obtained for the General Electric CF6 engine. The indicators obtained for the use of the afterburner are difficult to reference in the literature. However, the knowledge of the engine processes accompanying engine operation with the afterburner allows for the substantiation of the obtained results.

The literature makes clear that airport operations significantly affect air pollution with particles [44]. An engine’s operation in landing conditions at a height of approximately 50 m caused a several-dozen-times increase in the concentration of nanoparticles in the air near the ground. The presented research results indicate that afterburner use changes particulate matter emission on a completely different scale. Therefore, it seems interesting to continue research in the field of air quality in the areas adjacent to the airports with increased military flights. The aspect of air quality during events such as air shows is also

Figure 5. Differential Particle Mass Emission Index (EI\textsubscript{M}) PSD for the entire range of engine operation and the afterburner.

4. Discussion

The determined Particle Number Emissions Index (EI\textsubscript{N}) shows the dependence on the thrust. References [39–41] indicate that, in many cases, the EI\textsubscript{N} vs. thrust relationship results in U-shaped curves. However, Reference [40] shows the example of the CFM56-5B4/2P engine, in which the U-shape was not shown. Furthermore, it is highly similar to the one obtained in our research. Research also shows that the EI\textsubscript{N} coefficient does not always have the highest values for the maximum thrust. Reference [42] indicates a lower EI\textsubscript{N} coefficient during take-off than is the case of many turbofan engines. Moreover, [43] indicates that the EI\textsubscript{N} decreases along with the fuel flow over the entire engine operational range. In the case of research on a military engine, a low bypass ratio should be taken into account. A significant part of the thrust generated in high-bypass engines results from the air flowing through the engine, and in the case of a military engine, the thrust generated by fuel combustion dominates, which has a significant impact on the EI\textsubscript{N} values depending on the thrust force.
interesting from the perspective of the high intensity of jet aircraft flights, whose engines often work in very dynamic conditions, also using an afterburner.

One of the main conclusions based on the research carried out is that a large number of particles with diameters greater than 200 nm are formed during the use of an afterburner. Measurement devices intended for the study of particulate emissions from internal combustion engines often limit the measurement range of the particle diameters to about 550 nm. This limitation is due to the assumption that internal combustion engines (particularly jet engines) do not generate particles with larger diameters. The presented data show a probability that a jet engine operating with an afterburner generates particles larger than 500 nm, which may affect the emission factors related to the mass of particulate matter.

5. Conclusions

Research was carried out on the emission of particulate matter from a jet engine, the main purpose of which was to determine the particle emission indexes for engine operation with an afterburner. A comparative analysis of the particulate matter emission coefficients for various engine operating conditions was performed, and the obtained PSDs were analyzed.

The analysis shows that increasing the engine thrust reduced PM Number Emission Indices ($E_{IN}$), especially in the case of using an afterburner. Particulate Matter Emission Intensity ($E_M$) increased with the increasing thrust of the jet engine, reaching the maximum value when the afterburner was used.

PM Mass Emission Indices decreased with increasing thrust, but the use of an afterburner resulted in a sharp increase in PM Mass Emission Index ($E_{IM}$) and PM Mass Emission Intensity ($E_M$) due to the high emission of particles with diameters greater than 200 nm.

The obtained PSDs indicate a clear bimodality in the case of engine operation with an afterburner. Large values of the soot mode for working with the afterburner are of key importance for the PM Mass Emission Indexes.

Further work directions include the assessment of the impact of afterburner use on air quality during take-off operations and maneuvers during events such as air shows, where people are exposed to high concentrations of nanoparticles in the air.
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